Cloud Computing services are often delivered through HTTP protocol. This facilitates access to services and reduces costs for both providers and end-users. However, this increases the vulnerabilities of the Cloud services face to HTTP DDoS attacks. HTTP request methods are often used to address web servers' vulnerabilities and create multiple scenarios of HTTP DDoS attack such as Low and Slow or Flooding attacks. Existing HTTP DDoS detection systems are challenged by the big amounts of network traffic generated by these attacks, low detection accuracy, and high false positive rates. In this paper we present a detection system of HTTP DDoS attacks in a Cloud environment based on Information Theoretic Entropy and Random Forest ensemble learning algorithm. A time-based sliding window algorithm is used to estimate the entropy of the network header features of the incoming network traffic. When the estimated entropy exceeds its normal range the preprocessing and the classification tasks are triggered. To assess the proposed approach various experiments were performed on the CIDDS-001 public dataset. The proposed approach achieves satisfactory results with an accuracy of 99.54%, a FPR of 0.4%, and a running time of 18.5s.
Introduction
Cloud Computing aims to provide convenient and ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interactions [1] . Cloud Computing services and APIs are often delivered through HTTP protocol. This facilitates access to services and reduces costs for both providers and endusers. However, this makes Cloud services vulnerable to attacks that exploit vulnerabilities of HTTP protocol such as HTTP DDoS attacks.
Despite the important evolution of the information security technologies in recent years, DDoS attacks continue to threat Internet services and new records are breached each year. Recently, a destructive DDoS attack has brought down more than 70 vital services of Internet including Github, Twitter, Amazon, Paypal, etc. Attackers have taken advantages of Cloud Computing and Internet of Things technologies to generate a huge amount of attack traffic, more than 665 Gb/s [2, 3] .
HTTP DDoS attacks are highly sophisticated DDoS types working at the application layer. Several HTTP request methods are often used to address web servers' vulnerabilities and create multiple scenarios of HTTP DDoS attack such as Low and Slow or Flooding attacks. These attacks are often based on POST and GET request methods which are widely used for submitting sensitive data to the Internet. HTTP DDoS attacks are divided into two main categories: high rate and low rate attacks. In the high rate attack scenario the victim is flooded by a large number of HTTP requests. While, in the low rate attack scenario slow and compromised requests are used to engage the victim in high complexity computations which consume a significant amount of its resources [4] . As there is no illegitimate TCP or UPD packets in these attacks they avoid easily the network layer detection techniques [5, 6] . The engines behind these attacks belong to one or several Botnets. A Botnet is a network of compromised computers in the Internet which run a malicious program called Bot or Agent. These computers, often known as Zombies or Reflectors, are remotely controlled by the Botmaster [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The Reflectors are mainly used to reflect the behavior of the attacker and hide his identity. A new kind of Botnet based on mobile devices, smart-phones and tablets, is starting to emerge and gain popularity among cybercriminals [12] . The exploitation of this new Botnet infrastructure is very effective and powerful compared to traditional Botnets due to the huge number of mobile devices linked to Internet. For instance, cybercriminals have used this Botnet mobile infrastructure to accomplish one of the most powerful DDoS attacks in history of Internet [2, 3] .
Several techniques were developed to mitigate the high rate attacks such as establishing a speed floor of network flow, requests counting, bandwidth limitation, etc. In contrast, few researches have been done for detecting and mitigating the slow HTTP DDoS attacks. The fact of highly mimicking the normal behaviors and the use of completely different strategies makes these attacks hard to detect.
Since these attacks are easy to mount with a minimum of resources they make barriers to the adoption of the Cloud Computing [19] . In a Cloud environment a large number of attacks may occur simultaneously and many services may be targeted at the same time [20, 21] . This causes generating significant amounts of network traffic data between the Reflectors and the targeted services in the Cloud. The analysis of this network flow data is a crucial task for detecting the attack. It is clear that a defense system against these attacks should preprocess and classify efficiently and in a fastest pace this large volume of network traffic data.
In this paper we present a detection system of HTTP DDoS attacks in a Cloud environment based on Information Theoretic Entropy and Machine Learning. The proposed detection system consists of three main steps: entropy estimation, preprocessing, and classification. A time-based sliding window algorithm is used to estimate the entropy of the network header features of the incoming network traffic. When the average of the features' entropy exceeds its normal range the preprocessing algorithm cleans and normalizes the network traffic data of the current time window. The preprocessed network traffic data is then classified into normal and HTTP DDoS traffic. A test procedure is used to select appropriate classifier for HTTP DDoS detection based on accuracy, FPR, AUC, and running time metrics. The obtained results from experiments in Section 8.2 revealed that the Random Forest ensemble classifiers depict high detection performance for HTTP DDoS attacks.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(i) Proposing a HTTP DDoS attacks detection system in a Cloud environment based on Information Theoretic Entropy and Machine Learning.
(ii) Adopting a time-based sliding algorithm for estimating Entropy of the incoming network traffic to the Cloud infrastructure.
(iii) Adopting a procedure to select appropriate machine learning classifier for HTTP DDoS attack detection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related works. Section 3 is devoted to the dataset used in this paper. The HTTP DDoS attacks are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the impact of HTTP DDoS attacks on a Cloud environment. A thorough explanation of the proposed approach is presented in Section 6. Section 7 gives the details of the conducted experiments and the performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed approach. The results and discussion are given in Section 8. Finally, this paper ends with the main conclusion.
Related Works
In this paper information theory and machine learning techniques are used to improve the HTTP DDoS attacks detection accuracy, false positive rates, and running time. Many previous works were devoted to enhance the detection performance of HTTP DDoS attacks. In this section we summarize some of the recent works in the detection of HTTP DDoS attacks.
Sangjae L et al. [22] have proposed an App-DDoS detection method based on a sequence-order-independent network traffic profiling technique. Authors extract attributes from web page request sequences and use a PCA-based model for the profiling of normal web browsing behaviors. The DDoS attacks are then detected according to a criterion based on the reconstruction error of the profiling model. The method is evaluated with various types of App-DDoS attacks and important results are achieved.
Dantas Y et al. [23] have proposed a defense mechanism against HTTP POST Flooding attack, called SeVen, which is based on Adaptive Selective Verification (ASV). As ASV was designed for mitigating Network Layer DDoS attacks, it assumes that communications are simple client-server stateless syn-ack interactions. This, however, is not enough for mitigating Application Layer DDoS attacks, as the protocols used by these attacks, such as HTTP, have a notion of state. SeVen, thus, extend ASV by incorporating the defense a notion of state. The main key in SeVen for defending against HTTP POST Flooding attack is the number of pieces of data already processed. An application using SeVen sends an acknowledgment only when the total payload is received. However, this keeps the resources busy while waiting for receiving the total payload. Therefore, the mechanism will fail against a distributed HTTP POST Flooding attack when a large number of Reflectors are used to send payloads.
The authors of [24] have presented a method of DDoS attack detection using HTTP packet pattern and rule engine in a Cloud Computing environment. The method integrates between HTTP GET flooding among DDoS attacks and MapReduce processing, for fast attack detection in a Cloud 3 Computing environment. This method can ensure the availability of the target system for accurate and reliable detection of HTTP GET flooding. The method was compared with the Snort IDS based on the processing time and the reliability when the congestion increases in the Cloud infrastructure.
Thomas V et al. have proposed in [5] a system for defending against two types of Application Layer DDoS attacks in the Cloud environments, in particular XML-DDoS and SOAP-DDoS. The proposed defense system is specific for threats involved with web service deployment. It does not replace the lower-layer DDoS defense systems that target network and transportation attacks. The authors propose an intelligent, fast, and adaptive system for detecting XML and HTTP application layer attacks. The intelligent system works by extracting several features and use them to construct a model for typical requests. Finally, outliers detection can be used to detect malicious requests. Furthermore, the intelligent defense system is capable of detecting spoofing and regular flooding attacks. The system is designed to be inserted in a Cloud environment where it can transparently protect the Cloud broker and even Cloud providers.
Also, Aiello et al. [25] have proposed a detection method that analyzes specific spectral features of traffic over small time horizons without packet inspection. Real traffic traces mixed with several low rate HTTP DDoS attacks are collected locally from their institute, LAN, and are used to evaluate the method. Satisfactory results are obtained by the method.
Recently, the authors of [26] have proposed a ProtocolFree Detection (PFD) against Cloud oriented Reflection DoS (RDoS) attacks. They focus on analyzing the network flow of the Cloud services, by studying the basic traffic correlation near the victim Cloud under RDoS attack. PFD is protocol-free and its computation cost will not be affected by network throughput. In PFD, packet rate is sampled in upstream router and correlation of flows is tested using flow correlation coefficient (FCC), and the detection result is given by considering current FCC value and historical information. In the Cloud environment, PFD is designed to be inserted in a protected virtual LAN. However, a protected VLAN requires deployment of other security techniques which consume the Cloud resources and effect against it. Also, deploying the PFD inside the Cloud instances makes it vulnerable to the HTTP DDoS attacks.
Qin et al. [17] have proposed an Application Layer DDoS attack detection system based on two machine learning techniques. First, authors consider users' requests frequency sequence as sparse vector and then use a classification algorithm called sparse vector decomposition and rhythm matching (SVD-RM). Then the clustering algorithm L-Kmeans is used as embedded classifier in SVD-M. The system was tested against four Application Layer DDoS attacks and the system achieved good detection results.
Sree et al. [18] have proposed to detect HTTP GET flooding attack by reading the web server logs, extracting the relevant features and using analytical hierarchical process to predict whether the attack has occurred or not, and detecting the suspicious sources by using Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. The authors use MapReduce techniques to analyze large volumes of log data which allows improving the processing time of their method. The method was evaluated using the public Cyber Research Centre (CDX) dataset [18] and a dataset generated locally by authors.
Zecheng He et al. [14] have proposed a DDoS detection system based on machine learning techniques. The system is designed to be implemented on the Cloud provider's side in order to early detect DDoS attacks sourced from virtual machines of the Cloud. The system leverages statistical information from both the Cloud server's hypervisor and the virtual machines, in order to prevent network packages from being sent out to the outside network. Nine machine learning algorithms are evaluated and the most appropriate is selected based on the detection performances.
Similarly, Sreeram et al. [15] have proposed a Bio-Inspired Anomaly based Application Layer DDoS attack (App-DDoS attack) detection in order to achieve fast and early detection. The proposed system is a bioinspired bat algorithm which is used to detect the HTTP DDoS attacks. The authors have evaluated their system using the CAIDA dataset. The system achieved satisfactory results for the detection of HTTP flooding attacks.
Irfan et al. [16] have proposed a detection system of HTTP DDoS flooding attacks based on machine learning techniques. Four machine learning classifiers, namely, Nave Bayes, MLP, SVM, and Decision trees, are evaluated using a local dataset. The system achieved satisfactory classification results of the collected network traffic data.
Most of the HTTP DDoS detection approaches proposed in the literature use statistical and thresholding techniques to discriminate attack and normal traffic. This however results in low detection accuracy when attacks' behaviors are changed and large false positive rates for the thresholding techniques. A major solution to the above issues is to adopt appropriate machine learning techniques and models in order to increase the accuracy and reduce false positive rates. Furthermore, Information Theoretic entropy allows focusing only on abnormal network traffic. This reduces drastically the amount of data to preprocess and to classify which improve performance and running time of the HTTP DDoS detection.
The Adopted CIDDS-001 Dataset
CIDDS-001 (Coburg Intrusion Detection Dataset) is an upto-date labeled flow-based dataset created by M. Ring et al. [27] in a Cloud environment based on OpenStack platform. This environment includes several clients, emulated using a set of Python scripts, and typical servers including EMail server, Web server, etc. The dataset contains realistic normal and attack traffic allowing important benchmarking of network intrusion detection systems in a Cloud environment. The dataset is divided into four parts each is created during a week. The CIDDS-001 is a flow-based format dataset containing unidirectional NetFlow [27] data. The dataset contains 14 attributes, the first 10 attributes are the default NetFlow attributes, and the last four attributes are additional attributes. Names and descriptions of features are tabulated in Table 1 
HTTP DDoS Attacks
HTTP DDoS attacks are divided into two main categories: high rate and low rate attacks. In the high rate HTTP DDoS attacks, often known as HTTP flooding attacks, the target is flooded by a large number of HTTP requests. These attacks are simple flooding attacks that generates as many as possible of HTTP request packets by using all available resources of the Reflectors. They behave very similar to the traditional DoS attacks which results in a total consumption of the victim's resources and/or exhausting the communication channel. Many tools are available on the Internet to generate HTTP flooding attacks such as HTTPFlooder [28] . This type of attacks can be easily detected by packets counting or by bandwidth thresholding techniques [24] . Unlike flooding, low and slow HTTP DDoS attacks do not require a large amount of network traffic or high resources of attackers to deny services at the victim server. They target specific design flaws or vulnerabilities on the target server with a relatively small amount of compromised packets. This engages the target in high complexity computations or in massive allocation of resources. These attacks are very hard to detect and to mitigate, because they involve connections and data transfer appearing to be at normal rate [29] . There exist several types of slow HTTP DDoS attacks. Attackers often target vulnerabilities in different HTTP request methods to accomplish the attack. In this work we cover three categories of slow HTTP DDoS attacks, namely, Slow Read, Slow Message Body, and Slow Header attacks. These three categories are generated using specific vulnerabilities in POST and GET request methods. Although these attacks were created first to target vulnerabilities of HTTP/1.1, they are still effective on the updated HTTP/2 [30] . A detailed categorization of slow HTTP DDoS attacks can be found in [31] .
Slow Message Body Attack (Slow POST).
When a legitimate client aims to send data to a web server using the POST method, after establishing a TCP connection, it sends first an HTTP message header in which it mentions the amount of data to send. The field used to communicate this information to the web server is the Content-Length. When the server receives the message header it reads the ContentLength value. Then, it maintains the connection alive and resources running until receiving the total volume of data mentioned in the Content-Length field. In its turn, the client divides the message body to chunks according to his network resources. Then, it sends the chunks successively to the server [23, 29] . Most web servers obey the Content-Length value and maintain resources running while waiting until the end of the message body [29, 32] . This behavior makes the majority of web servers vulnerable to the Slow Message Body attack.
A malicious client follows several steps to accomplish the Slow Message Body attack. First, the malicious client builds a legitimate HTTP POST header with a fake Content-Length value, 5000 kilobytes, for example, and sends it to the server [33] . Usually, this Content-Length value is larger than the actual size of the message body. Most web servers accept up to 2 GB in the Content-Length value. The server receives the header portion and waits for receiving the total bytes of the message body [32, 34] . Next, the malicious client divides the message body into small chunks and sends them very slowly to the server, for example, 1 byte per chunk every 25s. multiplies the magnitude and the efficiency of the attack [32] . The web server tries to manage this large number of connections. Consequently, within minutes the web server consumes all his resources and breaks down resulting in a denial of services.
Several methods have been used to detect this attack using statistics, information theory, and machine learning techniques. However, attackers mimic the normal behavior and success to hijack the existing detection systems. Hence, the detection of Slow Message Body attack requires further sophisticated techniques that combine information theory techniques to monitor the network traffic and machine learning models to learn the new behaviors of the attack.
Slow Header Attack.
In normal scenario when a user requests data from the web server via the web browser using the GET request method, it sends a GET request completed by an empty line, two sequences of Carriage Return Line Feed (CRLF) [34] . Usually, the user' request takes a short time duration to be sent totally to the server. This time duration, called Δ , depends on hardware and networking capabilities of the user. Δ is computed using the formula: Δ = − . Then, the server provides the content as a web page. When the content is received, the user reads the content of the web page. After a time interval the user requests another web page based on links in the first page [35] . This time interval, called Δ , is the time gap between the end of receiving the server' response and the start of the next request in the same stream. Δ is computed using the formula: Δ = − [36] . The Slow Header attack also known as Slowloris attack is a sophisticated attack based on the GET request method [31] . The idea behind this attack is to keep alive a large number of connections to the target web server as long as possible in order to consume all its available resources. To achieve this the attacker sends incomplete HTTP GET requests to the victim by not transmitting the two CRLF sequences that denote the end of the HTTP header. Then a group of Reflectors is used to open normal connections with the target server and periodically send to it incomplete HTTP GET requests. Affected servers will keep these connections open, filling their maximum concurrent connection pool. This enables the attacker to deny connection requests of legitimate users. Therefore, this attack type is able to cause a DoS by a small quantity of packets and in a short period of time [5, 35, 37] . This attack is hard to detect and mitigate because it implies that the bandwidth consumption and the Δ lie in normal ranges but generates the attack continuously and repeatedly. The obvious behavior of the Slow Header attack is shown in Figure 2. 
Slow Read Attack.
The purpose of the Slow Read attack is to maintain as many as possible number of connections alive with the target server by slowly reading the replies received by the server.
To achieve this, first the attacker establishes a normal connection with the target server. Then the attacker keeps sending legitimate HTTP POST or GET requests to the target at a normal rate with a receiver window size of 0 byte telling the server that is not yet ready to receive more data. This forces the target web server to hold the connection and waits to receive a nonzero update window size from the client. Usually, attackers use Botnets to lunch the attack and tend to request large files in order to speed the DoS timing.
Impact of HTTP DDoS Attacks on a Cloud Environment
Cloud Computing services are often delivered through HTTP protocol. This means that the HTTP protocol' attacks, vulnerabilities, misconfiguration, and bugs have direct impact on the users services deployed on the Cloud. HTTP DDoS attacks are classified among the major threats of web services availability. Hence, they are a major threat of the Cloud services' availability. In the Cloud Computing context, we distinguish two ways to achieve a DoS: direct implying which consists of predetermination of the target service's host and indirect implying which consists of denying other services being hosted on the same host or network of the target. The resources autoscaling characteristic of the Cloud enables, on one hand, the providers to supply the clients with a 
The Proposed Detection System
In this section the process followed to detect HTTP DDoS attacks as well as the components of the proposed detection system are given. The proposed detection system consists of three major steps: entropy estimation, data preprocessing, and network traffic classification. A time-based sliding window algorithm is used to estimate the entropy of the network header features of the incoming network traffic. When the average of the features' entropy exceeds its normal range the preprocessing module cleans and normalizes the network data traffic of the current time window. The preprocessed network traffic data is then classified into normal and HTTP DDoS traffic. A layered architecture of the entire proposed system is given in Figure 3 . The layered architecture illustrates the five steps followed to detect the HTTP DDoS attacks and the main components of the proposed system. A test procedure is used to select and to optimize appropriate classifier for HTTP DDoS detection based on accuracy, FPR, AUC, and running time metrics. The Random Forest ensemble classifiers depict high detection performance for HTTP DDoS attacks. The detailed process followed to detect HTTP DDoS attacks in the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Incoming Network Traffic Entropy Estimation.
A timebased sliding window algorithm is used to estimate the entropy of a set of network flow-header features. By definition the entropy is a measure of the diversity or the randomness of a distribution, e.g., network flow data [38] . The analysis of the network flow entropy over time windows allows reducing high dimensionality of the network traffic distribution to a single metric describing its dispersion [39] [40] [41] . The connection definition (CD) features, the source/destination IPs and the source/destination Ports, are used to estimate the entropy. The reason for using the CD features is that during a HTTP DDoS attack the zombie hosts open a large number of connections with the victim. Hence, estimating entropy of the CD features allows detecting sensitively the abrupt changes in the network flow caused by HTTP DDoS attack. The Shannon formula is used to estimate the entropy of the CD features which is defined as
where represents a CD feature, ( = 1, . . . , ) are the frequencies of items of received during the current time window, and is the total number of items of . To better interpret the estimated entropy values, the CD features' entropy values are normalized using the formula: 0 ( ) = ( )/ log . The pseudocode of the Entropy estimation timebased sliding window algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 starts with setting the time window size. To efficiently maintaining the trade-off between resources consumption and accurately detecting abrupt changes in the network flow distribution, we picked a 2 minutes time window. On one hand, using a large time window is costly in terms of memory and the victim services may fall within it. Also, in the use of a large time window causes a smoothing of the estimated entropy which prevents seeing the abrupt changes in the network. On the other hand, using a small time window is costly in terms of computation which may late the detection of attack. More discussions about the time window size selection are given in Section 8.1.
Algorithm 1 gives as output the average of the computed entropy of the CD features set . This allows us to use only two thresholds, lower ( ) and upper ( ), for each in order to detect anomaly within the incoming network traffic. The lower ( ) and upper ( ) thresholds are predetermined form the first six hours of the CIDDS-001 dataset that contain only normal traffic. and correspond, respectively, to minimum and maximum estimated entropy of the normal traffic.
Network Traffic Preprocessing.
Here, two main preprocessing tasks are performed on the network traffic data of the time window that have average entropy out of the normal range [ , ] . First the network traffic subset of each abnormal time window is cleaned by dropping rows that contains empty values and maintains unique format and columns number for rows in the dataset and unifying columns data types. Next the cleaned subsets are normalized using the MinMax method. In MinMax the values of features are scaled to the range [0, 1] as follows: where is a feature of the abnormal traffic subset, is the current value of to normalize, and is the normalized value.
HTTP DDoS Attacks Detection.
Here, we aim to classify each network traffic subset obtained from Algorithm 2 with the appropriate machine learning (ML) classifier. For this purpose five ML classifiers are fitted with 60% of the CIDDS-001 dataset and tested with the reminder 40%. The ML classifiers used here are Random Forest, Decision Tree 
Experiments
This section describes the experiments conducted and the performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed approach. The experiments aim to illustrate the impact of the time sliding window entropy estimation algorithm on the performance of the proposed approach for HTTP DDoS attacks detection. Also, other experiments are performed to select and optimize appropriate classifier for HTTP DDoS detection.
To validate the contributions of our approach the CIDDS-001 dataset [27] is used. A configuration of 60% for training and 40% for testing of the dataset is used in all experiments. The performances of the entire proposed approach are assessed and compared with the performances of different classifiers tested directly on the dataset without the time sliding window entropy estimation algorithm. Furthermore, the obtained results of the proposed system are compared with the state-of-the-art HTTP DDoS detection methods given in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The proposed approach is developed using the Python programming languages and the ML algorithms are tested using their default parameters. The hardware used in the experiments is a core i3 2.4 GHz with 6 GB of memory running under Debian 8 x64.
Performance Metrics.
The main purpose of the proposed approach is to classify the network traffic data as either positive or negative which correspond, respectively, to HTTP DDoS traffic and normal traffic. The obtained results are evaluated using the following performance metrics:
Accuracy: percentage of the traffic records that are correctly classified is as follows:
False Positive Rate (FPR): percentage of the normal records which are classified as attack records is as follows:
where is the number of normal records incorrectly classified as attack records.
is the number of correctly classified normal records.
Processing time: HTTP DDoS detection time depends on two time metrics, namely, training time and testing time.
ROC and AUC curves: Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) and Area under ROC (AUC) curves are commonly used to present results for binary decision problems in machine learning. The ROC curve shows how the number of correctly classified positive examples varies with the number of incorrectly classified negative examples. AUC is a criterion used to measure the quality of the classification model.
Results and Discussion

Estimated Network Entropy for CIDDS-001 Dataset.
In this section we give the obtained results of the time sliding window entropy estimation algorithm on the CIDDS-001 dataset. The variations of estimating CD features entropy over 2-minute time window are presented in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 the estimated entropy during the first 180 time windows is in its normal range. The entropy estimation algorithm considers that this part does not contain HTTP DDoS attacks; hence no preprocessing or classification is triggered. It is worth noting that these results are in consistency with the CIDDS-001 dataset documentation, as mentioned in [27] that the first six hours of the dataset contains only normal traffic. Entropy estimation allows focusing only on suspected time windows that may contain HTTP DDoS attacks. As a result the amount of the network traffic data to preprocess and to classify in CIDDS-001 is drastically reduced; more than 58% of the test subset is reduced.
The performances of the network entropy estimation algorithm rely mainly on the time window size. To maintain the trade-off between resources consumption and accurately detecting abrupt changes in the network flow distribution, we picked a 2-minute time window. On one hand, using a large time window is costly in terms of memory. Also, large time windows are not suitable when dealing with HTTP DDoS attacks because the victim services may fall within the time window. Moreover, a major issue facing the use of large time windows is that they cause smoothing of the estimated entropy curves which prevent seeing the abrupt changes in the network traffic. This effect is illustrated in Figure 6 , as the time window size increases the pikes of the entropy curves are smoothed and reduced causing low efficiency of the algorithm. On the other hand, using a small time window is costly in terms of computation.
Classifier Selection for HTTP DDoS Detection.
Here, we give the results of the classifier selection procedure for HTTP DDoS attacks detection. To obtain these results the five classifiers mentioned in Section 6.3 are fitted and tested with the CIDDS-001 dataset. The classification results are illustrated in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 Random Forest achieves the highest AUC of 0.969 followed by NB classifier with an AUC of 0.845. The remaining classifiers KNN, MLP, and DT achieve low AUC of respectively 0.708, 0.577, and 0.436. More results of the comparison of different classifiers for HTTP DDoS attacks detection are tabulated in Table 2 . It is obvious that the Random Forest classifier achieves the highest accuracy of 97% with a false positive rate of 0.33%. The accuracy of Random Forest exceeds NB accuracy by 3% and deceeds its FPR by 0.01%. The accuracy of NB, KNN, DT, and MLP classifiers for HTTP DDoS detection is, respectively, 94%, 86%, 73%, and 28%. The obtained results depict that Random Forest outperforms other tested classifiers in terms Figure 8 gives the accuracy variations of the entire proposed approach over the abnormal time windows. It is obvious that the proposed approach achieves high accuracy for the majority of the time windows. This is due to the entropy estimation algorithm that reduced large amount of normal network traffic data for classification. For HTTP DDoS detection this normal traffic data is considered as noisy and irrelevant. The average accuracy obtained for all the time windows is 99.54%. An important improvement of the accuracy of 2.54% is noticed here compared to the accuracy of Random Forest tested directly on the CIDDS-001 which is 97%. Figure 9 shows the FPR variations of the proposed approach over the abnormal time windows. We notice low FPR for the most abnormal time windows except for the 20 ℎ to the 28 ℎ time windows that have nearly a FPR of 0.7%. This increase in the FPR during these abnormal time windows is accompanied by an important decline in the accuracy as it is obvious in Figure 8 . This may be caused by the increase of the normal and noisy traffic data during this period. However, the FPR continues to fluctuate for the remaining time windows. The average FPR for all the abnormal time windows is 0.4% which is acceptable when compared to the FPR of the different tested classifiers as shown in Table 2 . Running time is an important performance metrics when dealing with DDoS attacks in general. Figure 10 shows the variations over time windows of the running time of the entire proposed approach including the entropy estimation, the preprocessing and the classification steps. As Figure 10 shows the running time continues to fluctuate for all the abnormal time windows. When a HTTP DDoS attack occurs the amount of network traffic data increases causing an increase in the entropy estimation, preprocessing, and classification time. The total running time for all the abnormal time windows is 18.57s. However, an average running time per time window is, time to process network data collected during each time window, of 0.12s is noticed for proposed approach. The obtained average running time is important when compared with running time of other tested classifiers as shown in Table 2 . Also, this average running time of the proposed approach is very important because the HTTP DDoS mitigation and filtering actions can be taken early for each time window.
Validation of the Obtained Results.
To validate the obtained results, the proposed approach is compared with the state-of-the-art HTTP DDoS detection methods given in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For this purpose we used 60% of the dataset for training and 40% for testing as it is the commonly datasets splitting configuration used in the literature. The approaches are compared based the dataset splitting configuration used and the overall accuracy. The comparison results are summarized in Table 3 .
It is clearly shown in Table 3 that the proposed approach achieves the highest accuracy of 99.54% when compared with other approaches evaluated using 60% of the dataset for training and 40% for testing. However, the highest accuracy is achieved by the approach proposed in [14] . This high accuracy may be due to the configuration used to split the dataset adopted by the authors. Compared to the state of the art the results obtained by the proposed approach are satisfactory.
Conclusion
In this paper a detection system of the HTTP DDoS attacks in a Cloud environment is proposed. HTTP DDoS are sophisticated attacks that highly mimic the normal behaviors with completely different strategies. During such attacks large amounts of network traffic are generated. The detection of these attacks have becomes very hard and new techniques are required. For these reasons we have proposed a detection system based on three techniques, namely, network traffic entropy estimation, preprocessing, and classification using Random Forest ensemble classifiers.
Various experiments were conducted in order to evaluate our approach and satisfactory results are obtained. Five machine learning classifiers are used to conduct the experiments on the CIDDS-001 public dataset. The entire proposed system achieved high detection performances compared to single classifiers tested directly on the dataset and to the stateof-the-art HTTP DDoS detection methods.
Despite the fact that the proposed approach depicts high HTTP DDoS attacks detection performances with the CIDDS-001 public dataset, it is important to evaluate its performances in real world scenarios. For future work, we are planning to perform real world deployment of our approach and evaluate it against several HTTP DDoS tools.
